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Chic & Unique Vintage Cakes: Bestselling cake decorating author Zoe Clark shows you how to take

inspiration from your favourite vintage clothing, furniture, items and keepsakes to create stunning

vintage cake designs. From elegant tiered lace and floral cakes to amazing jewellery box and

carousel shaped novelty cakes, each of the 10 incredible cake designs is accompanied by two

smaller designs for vintage-inspired cupcakes, cookies, fondant fancies and more. Includes all the

cake recipes you need, and simple step by step instruction for all the essential cake decorating

techniques, from covering cakes and stacking tiered cakes, to piping royal icing and stenciling. Zoe

even breaks down advanced suspension techniques into easy to follow steps so that you can create

stunning shaped novelty cake designs at home. Includes a wide range of cake decorating projects

so you'll be sure to find something to suit your own experience level, whether you are a beginner or

a cake design expert! --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Love you Zoe! Love your talent! Love your creative mind! Love your cake projects!Wow! Another

fabulous book of cake tutorials from the incredible Zoe Clark, that is literally a showcase of cakes,

cookies, and cupcakes that are creative and elegant, and with instructions that are clear and

precise. If you have any of her other books, this follows in the same vein of presentation and

teaching.By now, most people in the cake world know that Zoe Clark is a world class cake

decorator. She's also the owner of her ethereal "The Cake Parlour" in London. Behind her name

and reputation are several other cake decorating books that are full of themed imagination and

beauty.......this time she has taken vintage cakes and given them a solid pedestal from which to



teach.Following in the same vein as her other books, Zoe brings 30 projects, from 10 central

themes, all coordinated between the main cake, with cupcakes and cookies to add to the beauty of

each set. Part of the success of these genre of books is the photography and styling. Once again,

Zoe has an incredibly talented team that gives you the rush of desire to create these jewels, by

clear, crisp photography and perfect staging of each baked beauty.I found that the details of the

decorations and efforts needed to create each project is very doable, even for beginners, though

beginners will need to be solid in the basics of cake decorating. Though there are plenty of photos,

there is not detailed step-by-step photography, but what is shown is quite enough to understand the

process. As for the written instructions, they are clear and detailed and many!Some of the

decorations on these projects will have tutorials, whereas others are assumed knowledge, in

particular with the cookies and cupcakes.
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